Substitute Teacher Durango High School Durango, Colorado
for an historical introduction, was first published in 1966.
The various attitudes possible toward discrimination can be elicited from the class and discussed at the beginning of the session in order to provide a philosophical framework for the poems which follow. It should be noted that separatists form a composite group, made up partly of disillusioned integrationists, partly of "black is beautiful" philosophers, and partly of militants. The militants themselves are divided. Some are separatists, but others have no real objection to discrimination. They are merely determined to be on top. None of these philosophies is triumphant; neither is any dead. Many sincere integrationists are still at work. The black is beautiful philosophy is evident everywhere as young blacks wear their "afros" and study their ancestral beginnings. Even acquiescence lives on as "Uncle Tomism." 
Slavery

ENGLISH JOURNAL
An oral presentation of "Runagate Runagate" by Robert E. Hayden, which reads well and packs a terrific emotional wallop, makes a good introduction to a unit on black poetry. An additional advantage is that it lends itself well to class discussion. What was the underground railway and how did it work? Who was Harriet Tubman, and why did she threaten to shoot anyone who turned back? Who were Alcott, Garrett, Thoreau, Garrison, Emerson, Douglass, and John Brown? These questions the students can answer from their study of history; yet they have not experienced them before in their full emotional intensity, and within a few moments the entire class has lost its resistance to poetry.
Acquiescence
A poem, uniquely suited to this section, is Sterling Brown's "Southern Road."2 This poem by Sterling Brown, reflecting the traditional mode of behavior with its traditional structure and easy understandability, provides a good way to get the class entirely involved. After the teacher has read the poem through once, the group of boys who have voiced their hatred of poetry the most openly can be chosen to read the "hunh." Another group can render the first four verses of each stanza, while a third group reads the last two verses of each stanza. The result is close to Brown's original intention, and a far cry from the black letters on a white page image of poetry most students have. Civil Rights movement of the 1960s. Oddly enough, this movement is news to today's high school students, and this poem needs some historical background. They've heard of Selma, but they don't know that the marchers were treated to fire hoses and dogs at Birmingham. For the most part, they are unaware that public accommodations were recently white only. With few exceptions they do not understand the reference to "We Shall Overcome." Once Pete Seeger's recording has been played in class, and the Civil Rights movement has been discussed, this poem usually becomes the group's favorite.
Integration
Separatism THE MELTING POT4
There is a magic melting pot where any girl or man can step in Czech or Greek or Scot, step out American.
Johann and Jan and Jean and Juan, Giovanni and Ivan step in and then step out again all freshly christened John.
Sam, watching, said, "Why, I was here even before they came," and stepped in too, but was tossed out before he passed the brim. And every time Sam tried that pot they threw him out again. "Keep out. This is our private pot. We don't want your black stain." On the same record with Langston Hughes, Margaret Walker Alexander reads her beautiful prose poem "For My People," which serves as a good class introduction to the rationale of militancy, and incidentally to the poetic techniques of repetition and alliteration.
LACK American poetry lends itself
thoroughly to small-group multimedia work. After somewhat chaotic preparation, each group can present one of the poems to the class, projecting illustrations (either original or culled from current magazines) on the screen, while reciting the words along with a background of blues, spirituals, or jazz. Some groups will choose to dramatize; others will turn the poems into panel discussions.
This unit also serves as a marvelous springboard to the writing of poetry. Everyone has been discriminated against in some way. It's not just that our skins are different colors; we are too young or too old, we are women, our hair is long, our ideas are original, or we are newcomers. Those bright spirits who have never known discrimination can write about a
